How to Shorten Mount Straps
on Steel Ring Mount Points
Used to shorten the distance needed for a cargo net and raise a vertical barrier divider net
This process can remove up to about 3” of distance for each mount point.

NOTE: Many newer models have B-pillar handles and even overhead on the ceiling that can be used for some of the top
mounting locations. Check to see if you prefer to use these factory locations as the nets typically have enough adjustment
to allow for this option. If your vehicle does not have handles in desired locations or you prefer to install mounting points for
better fitment, please follow the below steps.

IMPORTANT: READ INSTRUCTIONS FULLY BEFORE STARTING

Time: 5-10 minutes

Paw Level:

Step 1
Footman mount at end of D ring strap is about 5-6” from steel (PVC
coated) ring

Step 2
Release strap from cam buckle and pull from d ring strap

Step 3
Bring tapered end of strap behind back, flat-side of buckle and into the
steel ring opening and out through the front side of net.
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Step 4
Feed tapered end of strap back through the d ring and then back into
radiuses side of cam buckle. Pull to desired new, shorter length.

Step 5
Feed excess strap through steel ring and can wrap and tuck end as
desired.
Here we have run the extra strap length backing the d ring.

Step 6. Continue to wrap until all strap is retrained. Last bit of tapered
strap is folded back and tucked back under the d ring here so that the
strap can be loosened and removed as needed easily.
Check out the video here:
https://vimeo.com/raingler

Thank you for purchasing Raingler Nets.
If you have any questions please contact us,
we are here to help!
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